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My story of my days in Hollywoodland included our stay at the La Belle Tour. Reagan lived just a 
few blocks away at the Montecito (his first residence in Hollywood) where  he "babysat" me. It 
must have  been relatively easy for mother to “dump me with „Dutch‟ !”Within a mile of these 
two hotels are Cheremoya Elementary School and Grauman‟s Chinese Theatre.Quite a 
neighborhood!If Reagan did in fact room with Mickey Rooney then, perhaps, this is what gave 
rise to the rumor that I was considered as an understudy to Rooney.The following is from 
Wikipedia. 

 

Montecito Apartments (From Wikipedia)  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Montecito_Apartments  

Home for Ronald Reagan and other actors (from Wikipedia) 

The Montecito was once frequented by movie stars, especially New York based actors while 
working in Hollywood. The Montecito was Ronald Reagan‟s first residence when he moved to 
Hollywood; Reagan lived at the Montecito from June 1937 to late 1938.[6] Reagan was said to 
have been roommates at the Montecito with Mickey Rooney.[7] Other celebrities who have lived 
at the Montecito include James Cagney,[8] George C. Scott,[9] Montgomery Clift,[4] Geraldine 
Page,[8] Don Johnson and Ben Vereen.[10] 

Hollywood Tower (from Wikipedia) 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hollywood_Tower 

 

Hollywood Tower, originally known as La Belle Tour, is a large apartment building in 
Hollywood, Los Angeles, California. The tower, built in 1929, was a popular residence for 
entertainment industry employees for many years and has often been cited as the inspiration for 
Disney's Twilight Zone Tower of Terror rides. The real-life Hollywood Tower was listed in the 
National Register of Historical Places in 1988. 
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Sophisticated living in Hollywood's "Golden Age" 

The V-shaped building, designed by architects Cramer & Wise in a faux French Normandy style, 
was built in 1929. At the time, it was a Class A building with more than 50 apartments, three 
penthouse units, a subterranean garage, and private and public roof gardens. Located in the 
heart of Hollywood, the tower became a favorite place of residence for entertainment industry 
employees.[2] A plaque by the front door reads: "Hollywood Tower. 1929. Sophisticated living for 
film luminaries during the 'Golden Age' of Hollywood." Actor George Raft owned an interest in 
the building and lived there for a time.[3] In her novel Stormy Weather, Paula L. Woods wrote: 
"Hollywood Tower was a seven-story, indecisive gray building at the corner of Franklin and 
Vista Del Mar in Hollywood. The faux French Normandy apartment building was so old it 
probably had a view of the sea when it was built ... Hollywood Tower, though, was a last vestige 
of an earlier era. You could tell by the way the planting in the front was kept neatly trimmed and 
the lobby smelled Spic-and-Span clean."[4] 

The building directly abuts the Hollywood Freeway, and its neon "HOLLYWOOD TOWER" sign 
looking directly over the northbound freeway is a Hollywood landmark. Hollywood historian 
Marc Wanamaker said, "It has been a major landmark since it was built. Even before the 
freeway, it was a landmark on that hill."[2] 
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